


During Fiscal Year 2007, Microsemi Corporation

achieved the company's highest ever revenue at

$442.3 million and the highest ever non-GAAP net

income of $77.2 million, continuing to outpace our

peers in the semiconductor industry. 

In each quarter throughout Fiscal 2007, Microsemi

logged a positive book-to-bill ratio, which now

extends to 20 consecutive quarters: five straight

years of new orders exceeding products shipped to

customers. 

We continue to focus on a strategy to grow 

revenues in diverse end markets through new 

product offerings, market share increases, and 

end-market growth, while improving operational 

efficiencies to increase

margins.

Microsemi's high 

performance analog

mixed-signal business

remains strong from 

continuing design wins 

in Asia for high-growth

notebook computer and

LCD TV applications that

use our patented lighting

technologies for backlight

controllers, CCFL lamp

balancing, and ambient

light sensors. 

Through the acquisition of PowerDsine Ltd. in

January, Microsemi has added Power over Ethernet

technology and advanced digital zone lighting of

LEDs for large screen TVs to our strategic analog

mixed-signal portfolio. Patented PowerDsine 

products already are delivering record bookings,

shipments, and margins.

Best of class performance by Microsemi's wireless

LAN power amplifier and multi-chip module portfolio

continues to drive our growth in the markets for

IEEE 802.11n high power access point and 

emerging WiMAX applications. Our system-level

solutions provide both functional performance and

cost benefits.

Our high reliability 

semiconductor 

products targeting

defense, satellite

and commercial air markets remain in high demand

worldwide. Microsemi products are serving 

programs supported by major contractors that

include Lockheed, Raytheon, Northrop Grumman,

Boeing, Loral, Tesat, and others. Funding for these

programs continues to rise.

Microsemi’s high reliability devices for MRI systems

and implantable cardio-defibrillators have seen

strong bookings and backlog activity during Fiscal

2007. Our new product developments are 

stimulating higher dollar 

content designs within these

sophisticated medical 

systems, as we have been

forecasting for some time. 

I am happy to report that 

the rapid integration of

Advanced Power

Technology, following its

acquisition by Microsemi 

two years ago, has been

replicated ahead of schedule

during Fiscal 2007 by our

new colleagues and 

technologies from

PowerDsine. This process 

of efficient integration of

acquisitions has become highly refined at 

Microsemi in recent years.

Microsemi Corporation had another excellent 

year, leveraging new products, strong markets 

and operational strengths to increase our value 

for Microsemi shareholders. Our outlook for Fiscal

Year 2008 is to continue to follow our successful

strategy of growing revenues in diverse end 

markets while enhancing manufacturing efficiencies

throughout the Corporation, and pursuing 

strategically attractive acquisitions.

President’s Message

James J. Peterson, 

President and CEO

Microsemi Corporation

Fiscal Year 2007 Financial Results

Revenues $442.3

GAAP Net Income $  9.8

Non-GAAP Net Income $  77.2

Non-GAAP Margins

Gross 50.6%

Operating 24.0%

Non-GAAP Earnings Per Share

Basic $  1.04

Diluted $  1.01

(in millions except margin and per share data)



New products are expected to highlight

our Analog Mixed Signal Group during

Fiscal 2008 as it anticipates launching

the highest-ever count of new product

releases. The goal is to create innova-

tive and highly differentiated solutions to

drive rapid customer acceptance and

early design wins.

The acquisition of PowerDsine in 2007

has begun producing revenue gains

ahead of schedule. Its newly released

Digital Advanced Zone Lighting™ 

technology for LED lamps provides a

breakthrough solution for next-genera-

tion large screen TVs. The PowerDsine

acquisition added significant engineering

resources and technology roadmaps

promising many more innovations to

come in the years ahead.

Fiscal 2008 began with an announce-

ment that Microsemi has added new

GaAS semiconductors and high 

frequency transceivers to our 

microwave products portfolio with 

the acquisition of Microwave Device

Technology (MDT). This acquisition

extends our microwave band coverage

from a frequency of 24 GHz to110 GHz

and adds new markets in motion and

speed detectors, intrusion alarms and

other sophisticated sensor products.

Our developments in manufacturing

Silicon Carbide devices at our Power

Products Group in Bend, Oregon are

continuing on schedule, with initial 

shipments of these advanced high

power devices expected to begin 

during Fiscal 2008. 

Momentum generated by these 

acquisitions supports our strategy of

growing Microsemi through carefully

identified strategic acquisitions and 

efficient integration of new technologies.

It is a process that we expect to continue 

in the future. 

We also expect additional momentum to

result from the settlement of our litigation

with O2 Micro, announced after the

close of our Fiscal 2007 fourth quarter.

Customers and manufacturers of LCD

TVs, notebook computers, monitors and

other devices can now purchase

Microsemi's advanced lighting products

without legal concerns.

As in prior years, we are striving during

Fiscal 2008 for increased revenues,

strengthened competitive posture, and

increased operating profits derived from

Microsemi's emphasis on niche 

products in large markets and our 

continuing focus on operational 

efficiencies.

Looking Forward



Microsemi develops application specific

standard integrated circuits, modules and

systems that manage light and power for

such growth applications as desktop and

portable computing, LCD TV displays, 

automotive telematics, wireless and wired

communications, home entertainment 

systems, data storage and other 

commercial products.

Our innovative power management 

technology for lighting displays includes

expertise in driving the multiple fluorescent

and LED lamps found in LCD TVs, 

power-saving solutions for notebook 

computers that now include our patented

ambient light sensors, and the patented

RangeMax® technology that has become

the performance standard for display 

dimming in luxury automotive GPS and

entertainment displays, called telematics. 

Microsemi differentiates our integrated 

circuits with innovative designs that 

provide size and power reductions, and

performance advantages. Our advanced

InGaP HBT wireless LAN power amplifier

technology has made us a leading supplier

for current IEEE 802.11a/b/g products and

is designed into new products for the

emerging IEEE 802.11n and WiMAX 

standards.

New to our analog/mixed signal portfolio 

is the patented Power over Ethernet 

technology acquired from PowerDsine Ltd.

in January 2007. This business includes

both integrated circuit and system solutions

that enable Ethernet cables to carry both

data and power, eliminating the need for

separate power to such end devices as IP

phones, wireless LAN access points and

security cameras.

High Performance Analog/Mixed 

Signal Integrated Circuits



Microsemi is a world leader in military 

and commercial aerospace semiconductors

and modules, an important supplier of

switching products for semiconductor 

capital equipment and industrial markets,

and of high reliability products for

implantable medical devices and MRI

equipment. Microsemi’s high reliability

products organization achieved record

sales again during Fiscal 2007.

Our military/aerospace history spans nearly

a half century, to the earliest days of the

company. Typical defense and commercial

aircraft system applications include motor

controls for wings, flaps, fuel pumps, 

generators, radar switching, fire control,

avionics and flight control. 

Aerospace/satellite system applications

include battery protection and bypass,

charge and discharge, solar array shunt,

booster nacelles, docking systems and

power distribution units.

Microsemi’s experience in developing high

reliability protection, charging and switching

products for implantable medical devices

covers more than 25 years. From this

expertise, we are able to drive additional

functionality into the latest pacemakers and

cardio-defibrillators. In addition, our break-

through low-magnetic diodes designed for

advanced MRI scanning systems eliminate

artifact interference to improve accuracy in

locating and measuring tumors. With the

capabilities of our Power Products Group,

Microsemi also supplies RF and gradient

amplifier transistors for MRI systems.

High Reliability

Semiconductor Products



Microsemi Corporation, with corporate headquarters in

Irvine, California, is a leading designer, manufacturer

and global marketer of high performance analog and

mixed signal integrated circuits and high reliability

semiconductors. The company’s semiconductors 

manage and control or regulate power, protect against

transient voltage spikes and transmit, receive and

amplify signals.

Microsemi’s products include individual components, 

as well as integrated circuit solutions that enhance 

customer designs by improving performance and 

reliability, battery optimization, reducing size or 

protecting circuits. Our PowerDsine® systems 

products provide a cost-effective way to deliver 

power over existing Ethernet infrastructures.

The principal markets the company serves include

implanted medical, defense/aerospace and satellite,

notebook computers, monitors and LCD TVs, 

automotive, mobile connectivity and industrial power

switching applications. 

Microsemi differentiates its integrated circuit products

with patented topologies that provide superior 

performance and unique functional capabilities. Our

high reliability semiconductors offer patented packaging

designs that reduce component size while increasing

their power handling capability. 

Typical applications for Microsemi products include

implantable pacemakers and cardio-defibrillators; 

MRI systems; wireless LAN client and mini-PCI 

cards; military aircraft, space and weapons 

systems; industrial power supplies and solar power

inverters; and the LCD displays found in notebook

computers, monitors, LCD TVs, and automotive 

GPS and entertainment systems.

Company Profile



Defense

Boeing

General Dynamics

Hamilton Sundstrand

Lockheed Martin

Northrop Grumman

Raytheon

Notebook/LCD TV/Display

Dell

Fujitsu

HP/Compaq

IBM

LG

Samsung

Seagate

Sony

Mobile/Connectivity

Atheros

Ericsson

Fujitsu

HP

JBL

Motorola

Sanyo

Sony

Medical

GE Medical

Guidant

Medtronic

Siemens

St.Jude

Toshiba

Defense/Aerospace

Airbus

Astrium

Boeing

Honeywell

Raytheon 

Rockwell Collins

Industrial/Semicap

Advanced Energy

Fronius

Lincoln Electric

Miller

PowerOne

Microsemi serves diverse markets and customers, thereby achieving greater 

stability by moderating the impact of individual market fluctuations. 

Quality Customer Portfolio
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Commercial Air/Space
Defense

Notebook/LCD TV/Display

Industrial/Semicap

Medical
Mobile/Connectivity

DistributionDirect OEMEurope

Asia

North America
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Our Markets

Fiscal Year 2007



Directors and Corporate Officers

Dennis R. Leibel Chairman of the Board; Private Investor

James J. Peterson Director; President and Chief Executive Officer 

Thomas R. Anderson Director; Former Vice President and CFO, QLogic Corporation

William E. Bendush Director; Former Sr. Vice President and CFO, Applied Micro Circuits Corporation

Paul F. Folino Director; Executive Chairman, Emulex Corporation

William L. Healey Director; Former President and CEO, Cal Quality Electronics, Inc.

Matthew E. Massengill Director; Former Chairman, President and CEO, Western Digital Corporation

Ralph Brandi Vice President and Chief Operating Officer

James H. Gentile Senior Vice President, Worldwide Sales

John W. Hohener Vice President, Finance, Treasurer, and Chief Accounting Officer

John M. Holtrust Senior Vice President, Human Resources

Steven G. Litchfield Executive Vice President, Analog Mixed Signal Group

David R. Sonksen Executive Vice President, Chief Financial Officer, and Secretary

Robert C. Adams Vice President, Marketing and Business Development

John W. Costello Vice President, Hi-Rel Sales

Michael G. Sivetts III Vice President, Distribution Sales

Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Orange County, California

General Counsel

O'Melveny & Myers LLP

610 Newport Center Drive, Suite 1700

Newport Beach, California  92660

Registrar and Transfer Agent

Mellon Investor Services, LLC

480 Washington Blvd.

Jersey City, New Jersey 07310

Annual Meeting

The annual shareholders' meeting will be held at:

Hyatt Regency Irvine

17900 Jamboree Road

Irvine, California  92614

on February 20, 2008 at 10:00 a.m. PST
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